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Meet Award-winning actor Garret Dillahunt at Sie
FilmCenter Screening of Any Day Now!

Dillahunt will meet fans and provide an intimate Q&A for his film Any Day Now,
a story of a young man with Down syndrome in the foster care system. 

Global has strong response to CBS story on
eradication of Down syndrome

Global was shocked to see that misinformation and
discrimination towards people with Down syndrome
still exists. In response, Global shows why
educating the medical community and pregnant
women with accurate information is imperative.

MDC/Richmond American Homes Foundation
provides generous research grant to the Global

Down Syndrome Foundation
The grant will help fund Dr. Huntington Potter and
his team's initial findings, which suggest related
cell biological dysfunctions between Down
syndrome and Huntington’s disease, taking us one
step closer to the long-term goal of disease
intervention.

Down Syndrome in the 21st Century
symposium attracts a roster of Global experts

Global's medical professionals, scientists, and self-
advocates took center stage at this important
symposium organized by the Society of Pediatric
Pathology. They shared exciting updates and
challenges facing patients with Down syndrome
and their families. 

Inspirational speaker, entrepreneur Tim Harris
dances the night away at Global event!

Harris rocked out with a hundred self-advocates,
families, and friends at Global’s September I Love
You Dance Party! The night featured some of the
best dance moves we’ve seen yet!

Read Statement

Learn More

Check Out The Presentation!

See The Fun!

Support life-changing research
and medical care for people
with Down syndrome today.

OTHER EXCITING
NEWS!

Don't miss Global's Be
Beautiful Be Yourself
Fashion Show on
Nov.11th
Get tickets 

Check this out: Dare to
Cheer and Dare to Play
Football with the CU
Buff's Photos
Photos

Join us for Global's Dare
To Play Soccer Game
Day with the Colorado
Rapids on Sept. 30th. For
every ticket purchased
through the link below $5
will go back to Global's
Health and Wellness
Programs! 
Get Tickets Here 

Become a Global Down
Syndrome member! 

Submit your photos to
be featured in Down
Syndrome World™!
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The Global Down Syndrome Foundation is a public nonprofit 501(c)(3)
dedicated to significantly improving the lives of people with Down

syndrome through research, medical care, education and advocacy.
Formally established in 2009, Global has the primary focus of

supporting the Linda Crnic Institute for Down Syndrome, the first
academic home in the U.S. committed to research and medical care for

people with the condition, and the Anna and John J. Sie Center for
Down Syndrome at Children’s Hospital Colorado. Global is an inclusive

organization without political or religious affiliation or intention.
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